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Executive summary
The application of decision support tools is an emerging field in biosecurity management. The
goal of this report is to compare two well-known decision frameworks - cost benefit analysis
(CBA) and multi-criteria analysis (MCA) - to support biosecurity decision-making.
Sharing common conceptual roots, the ultimate reason for applying both frameworks is to
maximise net benefit or utility in decision-making. While CBA aims to achieve economic
efficiency, MCA’s primary concern is effectiveness. Such differences triggered a debate over CBA
and MCA in the 1960s. However, over time the “either…or” debate has been replaced by a more
constructive discussion of a complementary nature. Therefore, instead of arguing, “Which
framework is more universally preferred,” we attempted to answer the questions of “When is it
better to use CBA or MCA” and “How can the two frameworks be jointly applied and mutually
enhanced in biosecurity management?”
We form a list of potential factors that will influence the choice and procedural details of CBA
and MCA from a literature review. We then identify ten factors that are most relevant to
biosecurity management. These factors include, urgency of the decision problem, whether the
invasive species and/or its management effort has any non-market impact, whether there are
well-defined pre-existing biosecurity management options, level of scientific uncertainty,
availability of non-market valuation studies, funding, technical capacity, stakeholders’ interest,
degree of public agreement, and political mandate .
Among these factors, we believe ‘political mandate’ will favour the choice of CBA, and ‘(low
degree) of public agreement’ and ‘(high level) of scientific uncertainty’ can nudge decisionmakers in the direction of MCA. The remaining seven factors will only have an effect on the
specific procedures of biosecurity decision-making after either CBA or MCA is chosen.
Most importantly, we develop a conceptual framework to combine the features of both CBA and
MCA in their “pure” form to create a win-win situation for biosecurity management. In essence,
this framework integrates the ‘breadth’ and representativeness of CBA and the ‘depth’ in
analysis and deliberation of MCA. We demonstrate how to apply this framework with two
decision trees and one case study. One tree features CBA as the dominant tool, complemented
by four elements of MCA, while, in the other, MCA is the main decision-aid and is complemented
by three CBA components. The case study integrates choice modelling and MCA and offers an
innovative decision-making model for biosecurity management by combining the CBA feature of
broader representativeness and the MCA characteristic of open and in-depth group process.
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Chapter 1 Literature review
1.1

MCA application in biosecurity
Background

Emerging in the 1960s and 1970s, partly as a result of the rapid growth of operations research
in WWII, multi-criteria analysis (MCA) provides a framework to facilitate making difficult
decisions (Hajkowicz and Collins, 2007). MCA is an evaluation method that ranks or scores the
performance of decision options against multiple objectives or criteria. Each decision option is
rated against each criterion using performance measures, which collectively form an evaluation
matrix. The criteria are weighted to represent their importance. The weights are combined with
the evaluation matrix to attain an overall rank or score for each decision option.
Over time MCA has become an established methodology with dozens of books, thousands of
applications, dedicated scientific journals, software packages, and university courses (Figueira
et al., 2004). A recent review of MCA applications in the arena of environmental management
showed that the number of peer-reviewed papers has been growing significantly over the last
two decades, and this growth was attributed to both increased decision complexity and the
push for transparency in the decision-making process by stakeholders and regulators (Huang et
al., 2011). A review of regulatory and guidance documents reveals that regulatory agencies in
the United States (e.g. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency) and Europe (e.g. European Union)
also implemented MCA in their decision-making process (Kiker et al., 2005).
In the context of environmental management, MCA has been applied to the fields of agricultural
resource management (Hayashi, 2000) , energy planning (Pohekar and Ramachandran, 2004),
water resources management (Hajkowicz and Collins, 2007), and fisheries (Kjærsgaard, 2007).
Only recently has it been explicitly applied to assist biosecurity decision-making (Bax et al., 2001;
Cook and Proctor, 2007; Maguire, 2004). Since the early 1990s, though, there has been a class of
risk assessment models in the biosecurity area that implicitly utilise quantitative and qualitative
information as primary inputs to MCA, such as the much cited Australian Weed Risk Assessment
(AWRA) (Pheloung et al., 1999).
1.1.2 Methodology
We processed over 300 abstracts from the ISI Web of Science on 2 February 2013 with no
restriction on publication year, using the search keywords ((nonindigenous or non-indigenous
or non-native or nonnative or alien or exotic or invasi* or noxious or weed*) AND (multicriteria
or multi-criteria or AHP or "multiple criteria" or “risk assessment”)). We then refined the results
by searching for relevant research areas such as environmental sciences and ecology. Next, we
6

examined each publication according to the following selection criteria: 1) the study
documented the MCA approach in enough detail. At a minimum, it reported all MCA criteria. 2)
The study was not a review article or purely theoretical. 3) Only publications with a major focus
on non-native species are included. Those with a more general focus on natural resources
management (and non-native species related criteria was only one of many MCA objectives)
were rejected from this screening step, for example (Kim et al., 2003).
This screening resulted in the majority of the 300 studies being rejected and only 63 studies met
the above criteria (Appendix 1). In order to elucidate the development and current status of
how MCA has been applied in biosecurity management, we present an overview of the literature
by describing each paper by its date of publication and study area.
We classify decision problems of non-native species into two categories: (1) Decisions about
potential non-native species before they arrive in a certain country or region – pre-border
biosecurity, and (2) decisions about response actions to non-native species after they have
arrived or post-border biosecurity (Maguire, 2004).
This set of 63 studies is not exhaustive and further MCA applications do exist in the grey
literature (e.g. governmental papers, consultancy reports, and dissertations). We focused on
peer-reviewed literature because they tend to have higher quality.
1.1.3 Result
The first MCA application in the biosecurity field was a 1992 study on developing a rating
system for potential exotic bird and mammal pests in California (Smallwood and Salmon, 1992).
The most recent papers of the 63 were published in 2012. In this period of 20 years, even
though the number of case studies oscillated from year to year, there is clearly an increasing
trend over time. Figure 1 demonstrates the trend in terms of cumulative publications in each of
the selected periods. The average number of publications per year also increased from about
one to nine case studies in the last 20 years.
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Figure 1. Total and average number of MCA publications from 1992 to 2012.
We also analysed the distribution of MCA papers by geographic region. Each publication was
assigned a country and a continent based on its study area. Figure 2 shows the result of this
analysis. The distribution is organised by continent. North America, Europe and Oceania
dominated the publications of MCA studies in the biosecurity management field, and over 80%
of the studies were from these three continents. In Africa, North America, and Oceania, the vast
majority of the papers examine a single country: South Africa (100%), United States (95%), and
Australia (87.5%), respectively. In Europe though, MCA applications tend to have study areas
composed of multiple countries.
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Figure 2. The distribution of MCA publications by continent.
Another way to examine the trend of MCA applications is by examining the temporal and spatial
information we assigned to each study. Figure 3 shows the percentage of case studies for a given
time period that were conducted in each continent. Countries in North America, Oceania, and
Africa pioneered the application of MCA in biosecurity management before 2000, and the
methodology was gradually adopted in other parts of the world, in particular, Europe, which has
a steady growth in its “market share” in the following three periods. On the other hand, since
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2005, the dominance of both North American and Australasian studies has decreased in the last
two time periods.
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Figure 3. Total number of publications from each continent over time.
In terms of decision points, slightly more than half of the 63 studies were pre-border studies
(54%), two studies addressed both pre- and post-border decision problems and the rest were
post-border studies. Among the pre-border studies, most belong to a class of risk assessment
models such as the AWRA (Pheloung et al., 1999). These risk assessment MCA studies usually
assign equal weights to different criteria (e.g. weed attributes and impacts). They have been
developed for several taxa including plants (Crosti et al., 2010), fish (Copp et al., 2009), and
terrestrial vertebrates (Bomford and Hart, 1999). They also appear to identify non-native
species and non-invaders with consistent accuracy across all geographical ranges tested
(Gordon and Gantz, 2008).

1.2

CBA applications in biosecurity

Biosecurity is defined as measures to reduce the risk of disease incursion and or spread of
invasive species that affect human well-being. Consequently, CBA applications in biosecurity
focus on the cost and benefits of implementing these measures. In other words, a biosecurity
CBA will compare the cost of one or a combination of these measures to the obtained benefits in
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the form of the avoided losses that would otherwise have occurred if certain biosecurity actions
were not implemented.
While CBA is one of the earliest and the most widely used concepts in economics, its application
to biosecurity faces several challenges. First, the benefits of biosecurity measures cannot often
be directly measured, generating an inadequacy in our epidemical knowledge or technical
capacity to generate widely agreed on predictions or measures of biosecurity actions. The
majority of biosecurity CBAs are indeed done via simulation techniques relying on fundamental
assumptions that cannot always be satisfactorily verified.
The second difficulty is that biosecurity measures applied in one sector can influence other
sectors of an economy, so the costs and the benefits are not often comprehensively evaluated.
For example, the loss caused by an animal disease outbreak can be much more significant than
simply multiplying a constant average value of an animal with the quantity of infected animals.
The disease also has an impact on other sectors of the economy (e.g., food suppliers, domestic
consumers, exporters and so on). Some authors, such as Wittwer et al. (2005), Smith et al.
(2011), Keogh-Brown et al. (2009), Gohin and Rault (2013), address this issue by analysing the
problem in a computable general equilibrium (CGE) model, but most other works keep the
analysis within a partial equilibrium by looking at one sector only.
The third challenge is the difficulty in measuring the benefits of biosecurity relating to a human
disease or the environment. For human diseases, some authors use the concept of Quality
Adjusted Life Years (QALY- see, for example, Prieto and Sacristan, 2003) to calculate how ‘many
life years’ would be saved, but the monetary value of a QALY is still under debate (Nord et al.
1999). Regarding the environment, it is usually difficult to obtain an exact measure for the
environmental service saved by a biosecurity measure, simply because there is no market price
for it. Choice experiment techniques have been applied to provide statistical estimates (see, for
example, Wang et al. 2007 or Choi et al. 2010), but the high cost of implementing a study of this
kind and inherent econometric issues are still key obstacles.
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Our first report (Appendix 3) aims to provide an estimate of non-market values of
controlling invasive pest species in Queensland’s bioregions. Six out of 13
bioregions of Queensland were selected for the study. The monetary values of nonmarket consumption are estimated by the choice experiment technique which
allows analysts to estimate the values associated with different attributes of an
environmental good or service relative to a biosecurity measure.
The results show that each household in the sample is willing to pay AU$7 to
eliminate weed cover from landscape and water bodies, and from AU$93 to AU$232
to reduce the risk of ants and other biting insects. In addition, households are
willing to bear between A$100 to A$235 (0.15-0.35% of income) per year to
support changes to the existing biosecurity measures. This result suggests that
enhanced biosecurity measures are likely to improve household welfare by better
protecting the bioregional attributes from an invasive species threat.

Another important challenge in biosecurity CBA is that the benefits of biosecurity measures are
usually inter-related. For example, implementing a very effective quarantine program for an
imported disease can reduce the attraction of a vaccination program, because both can reduce
the probability of an adverse event. In another example, the early detection benefit of a
surveillance program depends on the effectiveness of the prior vaccination program and
whether post-surveillance eradication programs can effectively remove the disease. Because of
this complication, biosecurity CBA usually focus on a single measure at a time by assuming
other measures are at ‘business as usual’ levels.
We will look at each biosecurity measure, from an economic point of view, in more detail,
highlighting the relevant literature.
1.2.1

CBA of pre-incursion quarantine

Pre-incursion quarantine is designed to reduce or eliminate the probability of an incursion.
Apart from administrative expenditures, consumer welfare effects caused by restricted trade
flows are significant costs (Mumford, 2002). Some authors claim that this cost of restricting
trade flows may be so significant that bans should be lifted until a virtual risk is confirmed. An
example is a partial equilibrium analysis on the Australian banana market by Anderson and
James (1998), who show that the benefit of free trade is, on average, enough to compensate
damages even if the whole domestic industry is wiped out by an imported disease. This is
supported (somewhat) in another analysis by Leroux and MacLaren (2011) who show that the
net cost of restricting flows of goods is, on average, positive but reduced by uncertainties and
the irreversibility of ban removals. In these works, costs are more than the benefits, so it is not
cost-effective to have a quarantine program.
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Other studies provide more constructive evidence. For example, Cook et al. (2011) show that
the price differential between imported apples and the autarkic price is insufficient to outweigh
the increase in expected damage resulting from increased fire blight risk. Soliman et al. (2013)
calculate that the economic impacts of the invasion of the plant pathogenic bacterium in Europe
is, on average, 114 million EUR/year more than the benefit of completely non-quarantined flows
of trade. Another estimate from Breukers et al. (2008) reveals that reducing monitoring
frequency in brown rot quarantine increases the costs to EUR 12.5 million/ year in Dutch potato
production chain, 60% of which are export losses. According to these authors, benefits exceed
costs, so establishing a quarantine program can improve human welfare.
1.2.2

CBA of post-incursion control measures

Once a disease or pest escapes from established quarantine measures (if any) and its entry is
confirmed, there are two basic strategies to deal with it, namely eradication and doing nothing.
A combination of these two options, containment (Cacho et al., 2008), is to eradicate a sub-area
and keep the disease inside the remaining area, usually referred to as containment zones. The
benefit of both (complete) eradication and containment strategies is the avoided loss caused by
the spread of the disease, so the spread rate is always a key variable in a CBA of a control
measure. There is a rule-of-thumb that if the spread rate is always larger than the discount rate,
the net benefit of eradication is always positive (Harris et al., 2001).
The cost of an eradication program normally includes (i) the cost of the actual removal, or
slaughter, in the case of animals, which may have to be repeated due to re-incursion and (ii) the
cost of monitoring activities to make certain that eradication objectives are met. For example,
Schoenbaum and Disney (2003) calculate the cost of slaughtering FMD herds in the US is around
US$17/animal, plus US$ 5000-7000/farm for post-slaughter cleaning. In addition, the cost for
testing and a monitoring visit is between US$ 200-500/farm. Hinrichs et al. (2006) estimate
that the costs for culling H5N1 are US$0.25/bird in Vietnam and $1USD/bird in Nigeria. For
animal diseases, the eradication cost is often calculated by multiplying the effected number with
a constant unit cost, plus an extra expenditure for culling-related activities.
For plants and small pests, calculating eradication costs is more complicated and available
estimates are often too broad. It is generally agreed that the cost of eradication increases
exponentially with the infestation size, due to likely re-invasion and after some point of spread,
an eradication program becomes practically unaffordable (Adamson et al. 2000; Hester et al.,
2004; Harris and Timmins, 2009). Some rough estimates for the unit cost of a successful
eradication do not exhibit this trend (see Rejmanek and Pitcairn, 2002; Cunningham et al., 2003;
Woldendorp and Bomford, 2004), but they are considered to be biased as they ignore the
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eradication feasibility issues. Taking into account the eradication feasibility, Panetta et al.
(2011b), estimate that among 41 invasive plants listed as Class-1 declared pests under the
Queensland Land Protection Act 2002, one cannot be practically eradicated, 12 could be
eradicated with substantial investment and 40 could be eradicated with less AU$1 million.
One feature of the eradication cost for plants is that it often includes various cost components
over a long period of time because eradicating an invasive plant often takes more than 10 years
(Panetta and Lawes, 2007). For example, Panetta et al. (2011a), with a stochastic dynamic
model, estimate that to eradicate branched broomrape in South Australia, it will take, on
average, 73 years (starting in 2008) at a net benefit of AU$68 million. For other weeds
(Cunningham et al., 2003; Woldendorp and Bomford, 2004), the time horizon may not be such a
length, but a significant component of the total eradication cost should be devoted to
monitoring activities over a certain period of time.
1.2.3

CBA of biosecurity surveillance

Biosecurity surveillance is the search to detect unknown incursions. It can be implemented
either when there are yet to be known incursions, as a complement to quarantine, or when
some known incursions are already confirmed, in parallel with eradication measures. The cost
of surveillance is the money spent to implement the search and the benefit is ‘early detection’,
or the possibility of introducing control actions that can avoid extra losses. Thus, surveillance
has a benefit only when post-incursion actions, such as eradication or containment, are also
desired or implemented.

Our second report (Appendix 4) analyses the cost-effectiveness of a fire ant
eradication program in Queensland with two options, namely surveillance to detect
unknown infestations and extending treatment methods beyond detection points to
increase the successful eradication probability. The analyses focus on the effects of
changes in the program budget and its allocation between surveillance and
broadcast treatment.
We find that allocating a larger proportion of the budget to surveillance
substantially increased the estimated probability of eradication unless surveillance
sensitivity is much lower than expected. In the latter circumstance, a doubling of the
budget could achieve a high eradication probability provided that a substantial
share is allocated to broadcast treatment. Our analysis also demonstrates the
existence of a minimum budget below which eradication is probably infeasible.
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The comparison between the cost and benefit of a surveillance program (when desired)
depends on how ‘early’ the search can detect an unknown incursion if it is present. Very
ambitious surveillance programs can detect a disease very early but it is often too expensive to
do so, while a cheap program may not have a satisfactory detectability. Quantitatively, the
relationship between surveillance effort and detectability plays a key role in determining the
cost-effectiveness of a surveillance measure.
A number of authors have estimated this quantitative relationship between cost and
detectability (e.g., Moore et al. (2011), Hauser and McCarthy (2009), Bogich et al. (2008), Cacho
et al. (2007), Cacho et al. (2004), Sharov and Liebhold (1998), Chen et al. (2009) and Kotani et al.
(2009)). Most of them use an exponential formulation1 for the effort-detectability relationship
with parameters specified by the authors or estimated from particular experiments. Others use
generalized linear mixed models2 or borrow from CPUE (catch per unit effort) concepts in
fisheries. However, questions remain over the use of these relationships outside of the context
where they are specified. This is because - apart from the inherent difficulties in estimating the
parameter of a probability distribution with limited data - many other non-quantified factors
such as morphology, skills of observers (Garrard et al., 2008; Moore et al., 2011), geographical
characteristics as well as the surveillance patterns themselves must be taken into account.

The third report (Appendix 5), as an application of cost-benefit analysis, addresses
two questions regarding the economics of surveillance for invasive weeds, namely
what determines the net benefit of surveillance, and how many financial resources
should be allocated to surveillance measures. We build up a generic effort-detection
relationship that can be applied to a wide variety of invasive weeds, guiding policy
makers on economically best approaches to the management of invasive species,
with a minimum set of parameters.
An application to Orange Hawkweed in Australia is provided as an example. The
result shows that for a broad range of parameters, the annual surveillance budget for
hawkweed should be between $4,000 and $20,000 for every 10,000 ha at risk.
Specific surveillance expenditure depends on the spread rate, the damage caused by
the weed in each geographical area and the interest rate and other uncertain factors.

1
2

See Koopman (1946, 1980) for a deeper discussion of this exponential search function.
See Breslow and Clayton (1993), Kery (2002) for a deeper discussion of the generalized linear mixed model.
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1.2.4

CBA of vaccination in human and animal diseases

For human and animal diseases, vaccination may also be considered as a biosecurity measure.
The cost of a vaccination program is the expenditure on the used vaccine, the human resources
and in some cases, the reduced productivity of the vaccinated subjects. The benefit of
vaccination is threefold: (i) reducing/eliminating the incursion probability, (ii) reducing the loss
and (iii) slowing down the spread if an outbreak occurs. The benefits of vaccination are very
much inter-related with other measures such as quarantine, eradication and surveillance. Thus,
an accurate CBA of a vaccination program is challenging because it is hard to calculate the
benefits exactly without analysing other existing measures.
All of the CBAs of vaccination we have examined so far assume ‘business as usual’ levels of the
other measures when estimating the vaccination benefit. Examples of analyses on animal
vaccination include Barasa et al. (2008), Bates et al. (2003), Elbakidze et al. (2009) for foot-andmouth disease; Hinrichs et al. (2006), Fasina et al. (2007) for avian influenza and Shwiff et al.
(2008) for dog rrabies. CBA on human vaccination includes Leelahavarong et al. (2011) for HIV,
Meltzer et al. (2005) for human flu, Tseng et al. (2011) for tuberculosis, Thompson and Tebbens
(2007) for poliovirus and Bishai et al. (2012) for measles. All of these vaccination programs are
considered to be cost-effective with the benefit far exceeding the cost.
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Chapter 2 Conceptual Framework
2.1 The differences between CBA and MCA
The term MCA covers a wide range of distinct approaches (UK Department for Communities and
Local Government, 2009a). For the purpose of clarity, we focus on a subset of MCA that is based
on multi-attribute value theory (Keeney and Raiffa, 1993; Raiffa, 1968) in this report, because
our literature review shows that this is the most commonly applied approach in the biosecurity
literature. CBA, by comparison, is a more unified body of techniques (UK Department for
Communities and Local Government, 2009a).
CBA and MCA share common conceptual roots (Gregory et al., 2012). Some MCA practitioners
claim that CBA is a specific type of MCA (Lahdelma et al., 2000), while for some economists,
MCA is similar in many respects to cost effectiveness analysis (CEA) (Pearce et al., 2006). The
ultimate reasons for applying CBA and MCA are also the same—maximising the net benefits or
utility in decision-making processes (Gregory et al., 2012), yet the two frameworks also have
very distinct features when comparing to each other. Table 1 lists five major differences in
terms of their rationality, goal, role played by analysts, procedure and data requirements.
Table 1. The major differences between CBA and MCA.
CBA

MCA

Rationality

Monetary commensurability

Incommensurability

Goal

Efficiency

Effectiveness

Role played by analysts

Normative

Positive

Procedure

Outcome-driven

Process-driven

Data requirements

Quantitative

Quantitative or qualitative

2.1.1 Rationality
Alternatives are incommensurable when they cannot be precisely measured along some
common cardinal scale of units of value (Aldred, 2006). At the heart of CBA is the claim that
benefits and costs can be expressed in terms of money and hence made comparable (Aldred,
2002).
MCA does not preclude the monetisation of some policy impacts, whenever monetising impacts
can bring insight to decision makers (Gregory et al., 2012). However, all other potential impacts
(e.g. environmental and social effects) are expressed in the relevant natural units when possible.
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If natural units do not exist, proxies or constructed scales are the second best options (Keeney
and Gregory, 2005).
2.1.2 Goal
A concept at the heart of mainstream economics, (Pareto) efficiency is achieved when a policy
cannot make one or more members of society better off without making anybody else worse off
(Bishop, 1993). CBA provides a model of rationality that is solely based on economic efficiency. It
assesses whether the aggregated benefits, based on individuals’ revealed or stated willingness
to pay, of a policy exceed the costs. It offers a rule for deciding if any policy option at all should be
chosen. CBA also has the capacity to determine the optimal scale of the policy at the point where
net benefits are maximised (Pearce et al., 2006).
Because not all impacts in MCA are in the same units, MCA cannot define any optimum or
address the issue of whether any option should be chosen. Instead, it provides guidance on how
to choose between existing policy options or whether to create new options that reflect decision
makers’ multiple goals, whether they are economic, social or environmental. MCA seeks to find a
better way to achieve these final targets by injecting greater transparency and accountability
into decision-making processes (Beria et al., 2012). Instead of economic efficiency, MCA aims to
achieve effectiveness in facilitating decision-makers to address their multiple and potentially
incommensurable goals (called objectives or criteria in the language of MCA) (Soma, 2006).
2.1. 3 Role played by analysts
CBA is a normative procedure that prescribes whether a decision is good or bad (Pearce et al.,
2006). Based on the efficiency criterion, CBA analysts will inform policymakers about the
tradeoffs they should make and also pass judgement on the quality of their choices.
MCA practitioners normally restrict their role to positive tasks. Instead of making normative
recommendations, they will only describe and inform decision makers on the nature of those
tradeoffs. MCA practitioners can also design a menu of programs that reflect decision makers’
social choices back to them to consider (Gregory et al., 2012).
2.1.4 Procedure
At the end-point of an evaluation, CBA seeks to provide decision makers with a single monetary
estimate of the net costs or benefits of the policy options under consideration. MCA, on the other
hand, aims to provide decision makers with clarity about what to do, based on a good
understanding of the available options, the key trade-offs, uncertainties, and preferences of
stakeholders that are explicitly discussed during the MCA process (Gregory et al., 2012). The
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former is an outcome-driven procedure that is characteristic of rational comprehensive
planning, and the latter is process-driven. This is particularly true for Participatory MCA (PMCA).
PMCA combines the advantage of MCA in providing structured analysis with the benefits of
public participation. Compared to MCA without a participatory component, PMCA offers an
opportunity for making divergences in preferences explicit, for facilitating consensus-building
and for initiating a dynamic process of social learning (Rauschmayer and Wittmer, 2006).
2.1.5 Data requirement
It is preferable to assess policy impacts in quantitative terms, but this is not an option for some
“intangible” impacts such as public support. Natural resources management problems usually
involve qualitative information, thus there is a clear need for methods to take it into account
(Munda et al., 1994).
CBA cannot use qualitative data directly and the strong quantitative tradition in economics
enables researchers to assign dollar values to non-market impacts (Freeman III, 2003). MCA has
the capacity of incorporating information of mixed types (both quantitative and qualitative)
(Gamper and Turcanu, 2007). For this reason, MCA is more amenable to addressing decision
problems with high levels of scientific uncertainty (Liu et al., 2012).

2.2 The evolutionary views about CBA and MCA
A major debate about CBA and MCA originated in the 1960s, when a group of economists at the
Harvard Water Program developed a multi-objective version of CBA to account for intangible
goods (e.g. distributional effects of water projects). This new approach emphasises the
incommensurability of different type of benefits and the importance of collective social choices
arising from participatory decision-making (Banzhaf, 2009). Traditional CBA, by comparison,
aggregates the multiple impacts of a water project into a single objective, using market or
shadow prices. Instead of making the relevant trade-offs known to policy makers, practitioners
of traditional CBA make normative recommendations and ultimately judge decisions on the
account of economic efficiency.
The debate lasted for more than a decade, and substantial attention was drawn in both
government and academic literature (for an overview of this history, see Banzhaf 2009). The
stakes became very real when the Water Resources Council, the organisation in charge of
setting planning standards and recommending water policies for the United States, proposed a
version of multi-objective planning be instituted for water resources management (Cicchetti et
al., 1973; Major et al., 1975).
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A compromise position was adopted by the Water Resources Council in 1973 (Banzhaf, 2009),
so the debate resulted in no clear winner. Nevertheless, it is probably the most important
debate about CBA and MCA that has taken place. From an academic perspective, the debate
disclosed a set of fundamental issues that differentiates the two decision-making frameworks,
some of which, including incommensurability and the role of analysts in decision-making, are
still topics of research today (Aldred, 2006; Pielke Jr, 2007). More importantly, the compromise
that resulted from the debate opened the door for a “middle way” between CBA and MCA.
Indeed, over time the literature on CBA and MCA has seemed to shift its focus from a primarily
dichotomous to a complementary perspective. Case studies that applied both CBA and MCA to
the same natural resource management problem showed no clear conclusion about which is
better. Both frameworks have been found to have strengths and weaknesses (Brouwer and van
Ek, 2004; Gamper et al., 2006; Joubert et al., 1997; Strijker et al., 2000). As the authors of a
recent project report funded by Australian Government’s Commonwealth Environmental
Research Facilities concluded, no single framework is “universally optimal, but rather that the
optimal arrangement in any given context depends on the particulars of the context (Marshall et
al., 2011).“
It follows that it is time to stop arguing “Which framework is more universally applicable,” and
to start asking the more constructive questions of “When is it better to use which” and “How the
two frameworks can be jointly applied and mutually strengthened by each other?” We attempt
to answer these questions by applying the frameworks in biosecurity management.

2.3 Choosing between CBA and MCA in biosecurity decision-making: When
is it better to use which?
The existing literature offers no systematic answer to the question of when it is better to choose
CBA or MCA as a support tool in natural resources management. However, researchers who
have approached the question from different angles proposed a number of factors that will
influence the choice. From a valuation perspective, the feasibility of conducting non-market
valuation will dictate the choice between CBA and MCA (Hajkowicz, 2008). For institutional
economists, CBA and MCA are institutions and three factors should determine which tool to use,
including a) who should participate (in decision-making processes) and in what capacity, b)
how participants interact, and c) the character of the natural resources to be managed (Vatn,
2009). Acknowledging the embedded value systems in decision-support tools, some researchers
conclude that the choice should be consistent with the values of the stakeholders affected by the
decision to be made (Gasparatos, 2010).
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Different decision-making contexts also lead to different sets of determining factors. Within the
context of Western Australia’s salinity investment framework, the selection of decision tools
was supposed to be guided by five questions such as whether the tool is able to prioritise
between economic, social and environmental assets (Department of Environment Western
Australia, 2003). For comparing two high-profile cases of environmental risk management,
political context, underpinning sciences, and problem scale were proposed as the factors that
explain the choice between CBA and MCA in the U.K. government (Dietz and Morton, 2011). In
the case of community-based environmental governance, 17 non-mutually-exclusive criteria
were listed as factors to be considered (Marshall et al., 2011).
For biosecurity management, we identified 10 determining factors that are most relevant and
categorised them into four groups: the nature of the decision problem, the policy context, the
underpinning science and resource availability (Figure 4). We believe that three out of the 10
are of prime importance and will dictate the choice between CBA and MCA. These factors are
scientific uncertainty, public agreement, and political mandate. We name them primary
determining factors and place them in the inner circle of Figure 4. The remaining seven factors
in the outer circle will only influence downstream procedures after either CBA or MCA has been
chosen, so we call them secondary determining factors (to be discussed) in section 2.4.
Political mandate is the primary determining factor that favours the choice of CBA. MCA can be
applied in all other situations unless there is a political mandate for CBA, and such a mandate
will be supported by two arguments. First, CBA offers a rule for deciding whether it is
economically efficient to choose a certain policy option. It is the obvious choice if there is a
mandate for efficiency, that is, the aggregated benefit of the policy is larger than its aggregated
cost (Pearce et al., 2006). The second argument relates to the argument that CBA studies can
canvas a broader and more representative sample of society. By comparison, MCA, especially
PMCA, usually only works with smaller groups of people, so the process could be less
representative (Gregory, 2000).
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Figure 4. The four categories of factors that influence the choice of decision-making support
tools and procedures for biosecurity management. The three factors on the inner cycle are the
primary determining factors that will dictate the choice between CBA and MCA. The seven
factors on the outer cycle are the secondary factors that will influence downstream procedures
after either CBA or MCA has been chosen.

The other two primary determining factors, public (dis)agreement and scientific uncertainty,
will work in favour of MCA. Figure 5 demonstrates that MCA, PMCA in particular, is a better fit
when there is a combination of a low degree of public agreement and a high level of scientific
uncertainty.
One recent example demonstrated the connection between public agreement and the selection
of a decision support tool. Lack of public support explained the choice of MCA as the support
tool for managing radioactive waste in the U.K. (Dietz and Morton, 2011). Radioactive waste
treatment was on the policy agenda for several decades and the U.K. government repeatedly
tried and failed to develop solutions. The history left a legacy of suspicion and distrust, and
PMCA provided a more transparent and responsive approach to deal with these issues.
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For biosecurity management, a decision based on incomplete consideration of diverse
perspectives can be controversial and in some cases such decisions have been delayed or halted.
In Europe, this was most clearly illustrated when animal rights groups initiated legal action to
stop a trial eradication of grey squirrels (Bremner and Park, 2007). Therefore, the setting of
objectives related to non-native species management must take into account the differing needs
of a broad array of groups (D'Antonio et al., 2004).

This is because invasive species

simultaneously generate multiple impacts that are spread across many stakeholders (Lodge et
al., 2006), who might have very different perceptions about the impacts and benefits (GarciaLlorente et al., 2008), the equity of the policy outcomes, and whether we should assign
monetary values to non-market impacts
Compared to CBA, MCA is more accommodating of high levels of scientific uncertainty for two
reasons. MCA has the capacity to take qualitative data, and in the case of PMCA, the deliberation
process can function as a forum for risk communication, where decision makers, stakeholders
and scientists can interact and discuss the uncertainty (Liu et al., 2011b). The process is
important because it encourages social learning and provides a sense of ownership of the
evaluation model. By contrast, the relative opacity of the CBA calculations gives limited
opportunity for questioning among those without formal training in economics. As a result,
quantitative results (a net benefit or benefit-cost ratio) might inspire a degree of confidence that
easily supports political decisions, even if they should not (Neves et al., 2008).
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Figure 5. The joint influence of public agreement and scientific uncertainty on the choice of CBA
and MCA (PMCA: participatory MCA).
Due to its tolerance of high levels of uncertainty, MCA might be more appropriate for developing
countries and regions (e.g. aboriginal communities) where scientific information on potential
impacts is not readily available. Another argument for applying MCA is that much of the
population in these places is outside of formal market settings (Joubert et al., 1997), yet
typically CBA would consider people as individual consumers in a market. By comparison, the
deliberation component of PMCA may be more familiar to these communities by involving
people as citizens or stakeholders, communicating in groups to find a common solution in the
form either of a consensus or a compromise.

2.4 Integrating CBA and MCA in biosecurity decision-making
This section attempts to provide a conceptual framework to answer the question of how CBA
and MCA can be jointly applied and mutually strengthened, after either is chosen as the major
decision support tool for biosecurity management. We developed two decision trees, one with
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CBA as the dominant tool and complemented by MCA elements (CBA orientation in Figure 6)
and the other with MCA as the main decision-aid and complemented by CBA components (MCA
orientation in Figure 7) to demonstrate the integrative framework.
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Figure 6. The integrated CBA and MCA framework for biosecurity management (CBA
orientation and potential MCA inputs are marked No.1 to No.4 in the ovals).
We present the decision trees in the format of a flowchart, and the seven secondary determining
factors function as the burst nodes (in diamond shape) where decision paths split. For example,
the first question decision makers typically have to answer is the urgency of the decision
problem. Contingent on the answer of Yes or No to this question (the first diamond-shaped node
where the decision paths split in both Figure 6 and 7), the decision makers will take different
pathways and encounter more burst nodes with new questions to answer downstream. These
questions are related to the secondary determining factors, such as whether the policy options
pre-existor invasive species will create major non-market impacts. As mentioned before, even
though such secondary factors do not dictate the choice of the main decision tool, they still
influence the specific procedures or paths of a decision-making process after either CBA or MCA
is selected.
We designed the decision trees to be mostly self-explanatory, so that people with knowledge
about biosecurity management can follow the logic of the trees without referring to a lengthy
text. These decision trees are also designed to be illustrative rather than exhaustive. With
limited space (we sought simplicity such that the decision tree has to be able to fit into one
printed page), we do not provide a step-by-step guide on how to conduct CBA or MCA. Instead,
we focus on the typical issues that biosecurity decision makers will face and arrange them in the
most likely sequential order. More importantly, these flowcharts mean to demonstrate how
integration works, that is, how elements of a complementary MCA or CBA can be introduced
into the dominant CBA or MCA process. We highlight such integrating procedures with an oval
shape in both Figure 6 and Figure 7.
When CBA is the main decision tool (Figure 6), biosecurity decision makers might want to
consider four MCA components that can be integrated with the CBA process to strengthen the
integrated framework (marked No.1 to No.4 in the ovals). First, if there are no well-defined
existing policy options, a value-focused approach can be applied to identify innovative
alternatives. A focus on values means that policy options are explicitly designed to address the
things that matter for the decision, and with the ends in mind, the value-focused thinking can
guard against the common mistake of defining policy options too narrowly (Gregory et al.,
2012). For example, after an invasive species (e.g. myrtle rust) has spread, defining policy
options as “Live with it (i.e. major management efforts invested in mitigation of effects)” misses
the fact that it is only a means for accomplishing something of value (e.g. protecting Australia’s
native species and landscape amenity). As a result, other possible options such as “slow the
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spread (i.e. major efforts focused on reducing the rate of expansion of an invasive species from
infected properties to surrounding areas with intensive surveillance and movement control)”
are likely to be ignored.
Second, CBA reaches its limit and decision-makers have to shift to either MCA or CEA, if
qualitative information has to be used. This happens when a policy or an invasive species has
major non-market effects, yet, we cannot find any quantitative information from the literature
to estimate the costs or benefits of such effects, and it is not an option to conduct research from
scratch because the decision has to be made on the fly. MCA practitioners have developed a set
of principles and procedures to deal with qualitative information, such as creating constructed
or proxy attributes for qualitative measures, if there are no natural attributes available (Keeney
and Gregory, 2005).
Third, when we do not have good knowledge about the probabilities of the potential effects of a
biosecurity policy, it is recommended to adapt to an “advocacy model,” a participatory process
where a neutral panel of judges and potentially hostile stakeholders perform as an adversary to
look for the weaknesses in an assessment (Franklin et al., 2008). This is because the risk posed
by biological invasion belongs to a category of “extreme risks” characterised by low probability
and potentially high impacts (Burgman et al., 2012). This low probability means there are
limited observations of invasive species and their impacts, and this limited data is also not likely
to be representative, so extra scrutiny has to be applied when we elicit information from
experts (Franklin et al., 2008).
Fourth, when non-market impacts are of major concern and we do have time to fund studies to
evaluate their costs or benefits, it is an option to conduct deliberative monetary valuation
(DMV). DMV has at least three advantages over traditional non-market valuation methods: a)
group discussion will improve survey respondents’ knowledge base, especially if they are not
familiar with the goods and services being valued (e.g. ecosystem services affected by myrtle
rust), b) such a deliberative process will increase likelihood of stakeholder compliance and
support, and c) it will also strengthen the democratic legitimacy of public policies (Spash, 2008).
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Figure 7. The integrated CBA and MCA framework for biosecurity management (MCA
orientation and potential CBA inputs are marked No.1 to No.3 in the ovals).
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When MCA is the dominant support tool (Figure 7), three CBA elements might potentially
strengthen the joint framework (marked No. 1 to No.3 in the ovals). The first integrative point is
to combine the straightforwardness of CBA with the flexibility of MCA by organising the
objectives into the two categories of benefit and cost (other options include short-term versus
long-term effects and opportunities versus risks). Stakeholders might be interested in looking at
the decision problems via the lens of benefit versus cost and potentially comparing the results
based on a parallel CBA exercise. For example, in a recent example of using PMCA to select a
decision path among Eradication, Containment, and Live with it, if fire blight (Erwinia amylovora)
becomes established in the Goulburn Valley, Vic (Figure 8a)(Cook et al., 2012), researchers
arranged seven objectives into these two groups of cost and benefit. In addition to analysing the
decision scores of each policy on each of the seven objectives, we can also look at the three
options at an aggregated level. As Figure 8b shows, option 1 or Eradication provides full benefits
with a fair amount of cost. By contrast, option 3 or Live with it is the least costly option with
zero benefit.

Figure 8a. Arranging PMCA objectives into the categories of cost and benefit for selecting a
decision path among Eradication, Containment, and Live with it, if fire blight (Erwinia amylovora)
becomes established in the Goulburn Valley, Vic.
Figure 8b. Cost vs. benefit map demonstrating the categorical scores of each policy option (1:
Eradication, 2: Containment, 3: Live with it). The numbers on the axes are the total preference
scores: A larger score on the Y axis means more benefits are provided by that policy option, and
a larger score on the X axis means that option is the less costly.
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The second opportunity to integrate CBA elements into the MCA is to use the cost-benefit ratio
or net benefit/cost as one of the objectives. This is by far the most common way of integrating
CBA and MCA in the literature (Barfod et al., 2011; Brouwer and van Ek, 2004; Diakoulaki and
Karangelis, 2007; Gühnemann et al., 2012; Messner et al., 2006; Strijker et al., 2000; Sugden,
2005). MCA does not preclude monetisation and will use a combination of monetary and nonmonetary estimates to bring insight to complex decisions. Ideally, a CBA study can be
commissioned if CBA ratio or net benefit/cost is included as one objective. However, this is only
feasible when there is sufficient time and resources to do so (the oval marked No.2 on the righthand side). Alternatively, a “second best” strategy is to take results from existing CBA studies
and apply them to the new context with little or no data, which is essentially a practice of value
transfer (the oval marked No. 2 on the left-hand side) (Brookshire and Neill, 1992; Brouwer,
2000). However, value transfer is prone to introducing errors due to the differences between
the original and new contexts (Rosenberger and Stanley, 2006), so the limitations of such a
practice should be clearly addressed.
The third integrative point is to use dollar estimates from non-market valuation studies as
impact scores in MCA. Similarly, such results can be derived from a commissioned primary
study (the oval marked No. 3 on the right) or from value transfer (the oval marked No. 3 on the
left). In the next chapter, we demonstrate how to integrate non-market valuation studies into an
MCA with a hypothetical case of biosecurity management. This case study documents an
extreme case of CBA and MCA integration where the entire impact matrix of MCA is derived
from a choice-modelling study.
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Chapter 3 Case study
3.1 Background
An argument that supports CBA is that it results in more democratic public policy making,
because CBA canvases a broader and more representative sample of society than is typical of
MCA (Gregory, 2000). On the other hand, without open discussion and scrutiny of expert
assessment, CBA might conceal ethical dilemmas and subjective probability judgements
(Schmidt et al., 2011). The group processes of PMCA offers opportunities for in-depth
discussions and risk communication (Liu et al., 2011a) and it gives up some ‘breadth’ and
representativeness in favour of ‘depth’ in analysis and deliberation (Gregory et al., 2012).
The challenge then is to design a hybrid instrument that combines features of pure CBA and
MCA. In this case study, we attempt to achieve this goal by integrating a choice modelling study
and a PMCA approach to select the most preferred biosecurity management option for SE
Queensland.
Choice modelling (CM) has become increasingly popular in environmental economics due to its
ability to estimate relative values for the different attributes for environmental resources
(Hanley et al., 2001). In this study, we import an attribute table from a recent CM study that was
based on an internet survey of more than 500 respondents (see Appendix 3 for details) into a
PMCA process, where 19 biosecurity managers and experts participated in a one-day workshop.
This hybrid CM-PMCA offers an innovative decision-making model for biosecurity management
by combining the CM feature of broader representativeness and the PMCA characteristic of
open and in-depth group process.

3.2 Methodology
PMCA breaks a complex decision-making process into 5 parts: (1) identification of the problem
(i.e., the decision to be made), (2) formulation of objectives, (3) development of management
options, (4) estimation of impacts associated with each alternative, and (5) evaluation of tradeoffs and selection of alternatives (Hammond et al., 1999).
Importing the attribute table from the CM study as an impact matrix, in this study we truncated
the typical PMCA process by focusing workshop participants’ attention mostly on evaluating
trade-offs and selecting preferred options. It is important, however, to ensure all participants
share the same understanding about the methodology to be used, the decision context and the
impact matrix. Thus we started the workshop with an introduction to PMCA and CM, followed
by a group discussion on the decision problem and the details of the impact matrix (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. The process of the joint CM-PMCA procedure.
The decision to be made was to select the most preferred option among four alternatives,
namely Policy 1, Policy 2, Policy 3 and Status quo. There were four objectives: weed cover,
recreation, threatened species and cost. The impact matrix is a table, each element of which
represents the performance measure for a particular policy option according to a particular
objective (Table 2).
Table 2. The impact matrix used in the joint CM-PMCA study.

Objective
Areas of landscape
and water bodies
covered by weeds

Conditions

Conditions in 30 years

Now

Policy 1

Policy 2

Policy 3

Status Quo

10%

5%

8%

8%

20%

(17 mil ha)

(8 mil ha)

(14 mil ha)

(14 mil ha)

(35 mil ha)

Medium

Medium

Low

Medium

High

(30%-50%)

(30%-50%)

(10%-30%)

(30%-50%)

(50%-70%)

8

8

3

15

(-2

(-2

(-7

(+ 5

threatened)

threatened)

threatened)

threatened)

75

100

150

0

Chances of invasive
biting insects in the
backyard and
outdoor recreation
areas
Number of
threatened plant and
animal species
Cost ($ per household
per year)

10
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Following group discussion about the impact matrix, the first round of weighting intended to
elicit participants’ personal judgements in terms of how important each objective was relative to
the others. The group was instructed to consider their choices from a self-interested perspective,
having in mind their income and family situation and the possibility of alternative uses of the
resources, and what outcomes they imagined would be best for them. These instructions were
identical to those used in the CM survey.
We applied the technique of swing weighting (Von Vinterfeldt and Edwards, 1986) for weight
elicitations and the participants were asked to assign an integer between 1 to 100 to each
objective, with a larger number indicating a more important criterion.
We used a simplified version of peer assessment (Regan et al., 2006) to aggregate the individual
weights across the group. We multiplied each individual’s weights by a “credibility factor” and
then summed the results across all individuals to arrive at a credibility weighted average of the
weights for the group. The basic idea is that the more credible a participant is, as assessed by
their peers, the larger his credibility factor is. Each participant was invited to give a brief
introduction about his/her professional experience and interest in the decision problem before
his or her assessment by the group started, where the rest of the 18 participants each assigned
an integer between 0 to 10 to him or her. Each person was also required to provide a selfassessment score. The credibility factor is then the ratio between the total scores a participant
received from all members of the group (self-assessment included) and sum of the total scores
all of the 19 participants received. These weights then have an expected value of 1/19 but are
higher for participants who received above average assessments from the group and vice versa.
After a lunch break, we presented the result of the first round of weighting to the group. A
debate between group members was prompted where they discussed questions and problems
arising from the previous exercise. Participants raised any concerns over what they had been
asked to do and requested clarifications from the project team.
For the second round, participants provided their organizational judgement when assigning
weights to the four objectives. Participants were required to state and discuss what they
thought was more important not only for themselves, but for the wider spectrum of their
organisation. When assigning an organisational weight, respondents were reminded that their
role in the decision-making process was to select the policy option on behalf of their
organisation. Each individual still, though, made the weighting process separately and
confidentially.
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We used linear functions to transform raw performance values in Table 2 to normalized ones.
The normalization process allows comparisons of value to be made between criteria with
different units. Given the complexity of the impacts at the scale of our study, it should be
noted that it is an extreme simplification to assume linear relationships. As a starting point,
however, the linear function has the advantage of being easy to communicate to decisionmakers. Using the peer-assessment-adjusted weights and the normalized values, we calculated
the decision scores for the four candidate options and presented the results to the group, who
thoroughly discussed the result before the final decision was delivered.

3.3 Result
3.3.1 Elicited weights based on individual and organisational judgements
100
90
80
70
60
Individual
50
weight
40
30
20
10
0
Weed cover

Recreation

Threatened
species

Cost

Figure 10a. The result of the first round of weighting based on individual judgements (Cross:
mean, circle: median, each box plot symbol indicates the maximum, 90th and 10th percentiles,
and minimum).
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Figure 10b. The result of the second round of weighting based on organisational judgements
(Cross: mean, circle: median, each box plot symbol indicates the maximum, 90th and 10th
percentiles, and minimum).
Figures 10a and 10b show the results of weight elicitation of the two rounds. There was no
major change when participants assigned weights based on organisational judgements, except
for an increased weight for the objective of cost. This difference might be explained by the fact
that $150 per household per year is probably not much for the participants of the workshop
themselves, yet, when being asked to put on the hat of the representative of their organisations,
they were forced to think about the cost figures in an aggregated sense and the opportunity cost
of such a large biosecurity investment. There was also an increase in spread for the
organisational weights for cost, which indicates that participants had more disagreement on the
importance of cost in round two weighting.
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3.3.2 Decision scores based on individual weights
Decision score
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
P1

P2

P3

sq

Figure 11. The result of decision scores for the four policy options based on individual weights
(Cross: mean, circle: median, each box plot symbol indicates the maximum, 90th and 10th
percentiles, and minimum, P1 to P3: Policy 1 to 3, sq: policy status quo).
Using the performance measures in Table 2 and the individual weights, we calculated the
overall decision scores for each policy option (Figure 11). The decision score for each option is

the weighted average of its performance measures in the consequence table on all the
objectives, according to a commonly applied linear additive model (Prato and Herath, 2007;
UK Department for Communities and Local Government, 2009b). Letting the decision score
for option i and objective j be represented by Sij and the weight for each objective by Wj, then
if there are n objectives the overall score for each option, Si, is given by Equation 1:
∑

The Status quo policy was the least preferred option, judging by the group mean or median,
however, it also had the largest spread, which suggested that the participants disagreed a great
deal on its desirability. By comparison, Policy 1 and Policy 2 had smaller spreads and larger
decision scores, thus they were the more preferred options. Our sensitivity analysis showed
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there was no significant difference between their decision scores. In other words, Policy 1 and
Policy 2 were the most preferred options based on individual weights.
3.3.3 Scores of peer assessment
Figure 12 presents the mean, median and variation of the scores received from the whole group
(self-assessment included) for each of the nineteen participants (A to T). The results show that
there was no commonly agreed authoritative figure in this group, as indicated by the large
spreads of every person’s scores. For the same reason, there was no commonly agreed
incapable person in the group either.
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Figure 12. The result of peer assessment scores (0 to 10) assigned to the 19 participants of the
workshop (Cross: mean, circle: median, each box plot symbol indicates the maximum, 90th and
10th percentiles, and minimum, A-T: each participant).
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3.3.4 Selection of the most preferred option
Decision score 0.7
0.6
0.5
cost ($)

0.4

threatened spp (# spp)
0.3

recreation (%)
weed cover (%)

0.2
0.1
0.0

P1

P2

P3

sq

cost ($)
threatened spp (# spp)
recreation (%)
weed cover (%)

P1

P2

P3

sq

Figure 13. The result of overall decision scores based on peer-assessment-adjusted
organisational weights (P1 to P3: Policy 1 to 3, sq: policy status quo).
The height of each bar in Figure 13 shows the total decision scores for each policy option, based
on the performance measures (Table 2) and the peer-assessment-adjusted organisational
weights. The higher the bar, the more preferred option it is.
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The resulting ranking was

unchanged from round 1 (Figure 11). Our sensitivity analysis again showed that there was no
significant difference between the scores for options 1 and 2. Figure 13 also shows the
contribution of the decision scores of each objective to the overall score. Even though Policy 1
and Policy 2 were equally preferred, their high scores were explained by different factors. Policy
1 had the highest decision score on the account of weed cover, and Policy 2 was most preferred
in terms of recreation. Although the policy Status quo was the most preferred on the basis of
cost, it was the least preferred option when all four objectives were taken into consideration.

Conclusion
Application of MCA to biosecurity management is an emerging research field. We observed a
steady increase in terms of the total number of peer-reviewed studies in the past 20 years, and
the same trend was identified for the applications of MCA in other environmental management
decision contexts (Huang et al., 2011; Kiker et al., 2005).
One unique feature of MCA studies in the biosecurity domain is the extensive informal use of
MCA applications. Our review shows that about 60% of the studies fit into this category. For
MCA researchers and practitioners, this is both welcome and worrying at the same time. On the
one hand, the MCA framework is well rooted in the biosecurity community and there will be
lower entry barriers for policy makers and managers to embrace it. Indeed, it might be seen that
informal MCA is conducted each time a manager attempts to balance multiple needs and
optimise resource allocation (Lippitt et al., 2008). On the other hand, there will be a higher
chance for abuse and misuse of the methodology. We noticed, for example, that for AWRA and
its derivative risk assessment systems, there were various ways to combine scores across the
criteria and sub-criteria to obtain an overall risk score for each potential non-native species,
with additive approaches being the most common. However, based on the high level of
interdependence between the criteria, the practice of summing the scores for each criterion
violates the assumption of preferential independence for additive models (UK Department for
Communities and Local Government, 2009a).
Sharing common conceptual roots, the ultimate reasons for applying CBA and MCA are the same
in both cases—to maximise net benefit or utility in decision making (Gregory et al., 2012). Yet,
the two frameworks differ in terms of their rationality, goal, role played by analysts, procedures
and data requirements. These fundamental differences triggered debate on CBA versus MCA as
early as the 1960s. However, over time, literature on CBA and MCA has primarily shifted its
focus to a complementary perspective. Instead of arguing “Which framework is more
universally applicable,” we attempted, in this report, to answer the more constructive questions
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of “When is it better to use which” and “How can the two frameworks be jointly applied and
mutually strengthened for biosecurity management?”
We formed a list of factors from the literature that will influence the choice between CBA and
MCA and identified 10 that are most relevant to biosecurity management. We classified them
into primary and secondary determining factors. Primary factors include political mandate,
public support and scientific uncertainty. These will dictate the choice between CBA and MCA.
The remaining seven factors will only have effects on the specific procedures of biosecurity
decision-making after either CBA or MCA is chosen.
Political mandate is the primary determining factor that favours the choice of CBA. Arguments
about economic efficiency and democratic representation are the primary reasons that support
such a mandate for CBA. The arguments for MCA include low degree of public support and high
level of scientific uncertainty. The deliberation feature of PMCA will provide a more transparent
and inclusive approach to deal with the issues of mistrust and disagreement (Dietz and Morton,
2011). MCA is more accommodating to high levels of scientific uncertainty due to its capability
to include qualitative data, and in the case of PMCA, the deliberation process can function as a
forum for risk communication, where decision makers, stakeholders, and scientists can interact
and discuss the uncertainties (Liu et al., 2011b).
When integrating CBA and MCA, the challenge is to design hybrid instruments that combine
features of pure CBA and MCA to create enhanced decision making tools. We developed a
conceptual framework to answer the question of how CBA and MCA can be jointly applied and
mutually strengthened, after either is chosen as the major decision support tool for biosecurity
management. Two decision trees demonstrate the frameworks, one with CBA as the dominant
tool complemented by four MCA elements and the other with MCA as the main decision-aid
complemented by three CBA components. Using a joint-PMCA study, where the CM attribute
table was imported to PMCA as the impact matrix, we showed how to integrate the ‘breadth’
and representativeness of CBA and the ‘depth’ in analysis and deliberation of MCA in biosecurity
decision-making.
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